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Switching signals
Piecewise constant A mapping from time to an index set, : R ! P Index set represents the subsystems Finite number of subsystems, P = {1, 2, . . . , m} The system under consideration Switched delay systemṡ To ease the notation
We introduce the double:
Main Results Examples Conclusions
Free weighting matrices method Lemma For the free parameters P i ⌫ 0,
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Time-scheduled Lyapunov function I
Time-scheduled Lyapunov function II
Visualization of what's going on
The equality x T Px = 1 defines an ellipsoid. 
Safe to switch,1 ! 2. P 1 (t) ⌫ P 2 (t 0 ), t t 0 + ⌧ D On the road to the dwell time Non-switching stability: Time-scheduled Lyapunov functions must be decreasing for one segment, i.e., P i (t) ", 
Stability Conditions
For given ⌧ D and K , feasibility problem is semi-definite programming 
